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Abstract
Measured highly elevated gains of proton–boron (HB11) fusion (Picciotto et al., Phys. Rev. X 4, 031030 (2014))

confirmed the exceptional avalanche reaction process (Lalousis et al., Laser Part. Beams 32, 409 (2014); Hora et al.,
Laser Part. Beams 33, 607 (2015)) for the combination of the non-thermal block ignition using ultrahigh intensity laser

pulses of picoseconds duration. The ultrahigh acceleration above 1020 cm s−2 for plasma blocks was theoretically and

numerically predicted since 1978 (Hora, Physics of Laser Driven Plasmas (Wiley, 1981), pp. 178 and 179) and measured

(Sauerbrey, Phys. Plasmas 3, 4712 (1996)) in exact agreement (Hora et al., Phys. Plasmas 14, 072701 (2007)) when

the dominating force was overcoming thermal processes. This is based on Maxwell’s stress tensor by the dielectric

properties of plasma leading to the nonlinear (ponderomotive) force fNL resulting in ultra-fast expanding plasma

blocks by a dielectric explosion. Combining this with measured ultrahigh magnetic fields and the avalanche process

opens an option for an environmentally absolute clean and economic boron fusion power reactor. This is supported

also by other experiments with very high HB11 reactions under different conditions (Labaune et al., Nature Commun.

4, 2506 (2013)).

Keywords: boron fusion energy; dielectric nonlinear force explosion; economic reactor; environmentally clean energy;

picosecond-non-thermal plasma block ignition

1. Introduction

Controlled fusion reaction for energy production is so highly

attractive that enormous research was invested during the

past 60 years focusing on the reaction of heavy and super-

heavy hydrogen, deuterium D and tritium T, respectively.

Impressive advances were achieved while it is well evident

Correspondence to: H. Hora, Department of Theoretical Physics,
University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia.
Email: h.hora@unsw.edu.au

that the aimed power station is still far away in the future.

A special problem for DT fusion is that the generation of

neutrons apart from the clean helium resulted in the state-

ment (see Nature, citation Butler[1]) that the magnetic con-

finement option International Thermonuclear Experimental

Reactor (ITER) will result in the ‘hottest radioactive working

environment on earth’.

The fusion reaction of hydrogen (protons) with 11B

(HB11) initially did not at all show primary neutron

generation[2] while further any side reaction produced less
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tolerable radioactivity per produced energy[3]. This takes

into account the extreme non-equilibrium conditions. The

energy generated by the HB11 reaction[3]

H+ 11B = 3 4He+ 8.9 MeV, (1)

was measured even before the DT fusion reaction was

discovered. It was early realized that the HB11 reaction

is extremely more difficult than DT fusion. When using

nanosecond laser pulses for compression, heating and ig-

nition of HB11, densities above 100.000 times of solid are

needed[4]. Compressing DT to the order of the thousand

times of solid state has been verified[5] but the level of more

than hundred times higher densities may be impossible.

The enormous difficulties can be overcome by using a non-

thermal ignition scheme[6]. On top the recent measurement

of several kilotesla magnetic fields[7] has to be involved but

key ingredient on the way to a boron laser fusion reactor is

the experimental discovery[8, 9] of the avalanche reaction of

HB11[1, 10] to open a radical new solution for fusion energy.

2. Non-thermal plasma block ignition of fusion

For the following new aspects with boron fusion it took

dozens of years to realize the basic difference between

the thermodynamic dominated laser fusion with nanosec-

ond pulses in contrast to the entirely different non-thermal

processes with the thousand times shorter picosecond laser–

plasma interaction. The difference is given by the force

density f in the plasma being not only determined by the gas

dynamic pressure p but also by the force fNL due to electric

E and magnetic B laser fields of frequency ω,

f = −∇ p + fNL, (2)

where the force fNL is given by Maxwell’s stress tensor as

Lorentz and gauge invariant nonlinear force determined by

quadratic terms of fields (Ref. [11]: see Equation (8.88))

fNL = ∇ • [EE+HH− 0.5(E2 +H2)1
+ (1+ (∂/∂t)/ω)(n2 − 1)EE] /(4π)

− (∂/∂t)E×H/(4πc), (3)

where 1 is the unity tensor and n is the complex optical

constant of the plasma given by the plasma frequency ωp.

At plane laser wave interaction with a plane plasma front,

the nonlinear force reduces to

fNL = −(∂/∂x)(E2 +H2)/(8π)

= −(ωp/ω)2(∂/∂x)(E2
v/n)/(16π), (4)

showing how the force density is given by the negative

gradient of the electromagnetic laser field energy density

including the magnetic laser field from Maxwell’s equations.

Figure 1. 1018 W cm−2 neodymium glass laser incident from the right-hand

side on an initially 100 eV hot deuterium plasma slab whose initial density

has a very low reflecting bi-Rayleigh profile, resulting in a laser energy

density and a velocity distribution from plasma hydrodynamic computations

at time t = 1.5 ps of interaction. The driving nonlinear force is the negative

of the energy density gradient of the laser field (E2+H2)/8π . The dynamic

development of temperature and density had accelerated the plasma block

of about 15 vacuum wave length thickness of the dielectric enlarged skin

layer moving against the laser (positive velocity) and another block into the

plasma (negative velocity) showing ultrahigh >1020 cm s−2 acceleration

(Ref. [12]: Figures 10.18a&b) as computer result of 1978.

Ev is the amplitude of the electric laser field in vacuum after

time averaging. The second expression in Equation (4) is

Kelvin’s formulation of the ponderomotive force in electro-

statics of 1845.

The difference to laser interaction by nanosecond ther-

mal interaction against picosecond non-thermal nonlinear

force driving is determined by fNL interaction dominating

in Equation (2). For the nanosecond interaction, the first

term in Equation (2) dominates at low laser intensities while

with picosecond, the second term can dominate in which

case the laser intensity has to be high enough that the

quiver energy of the electrons of the laser field is higher

than their thermal energy of motion. A numerical example

about nonlinear force acceleration of a slab of deuterium

plasma irradiated by a neodymium glass laser pulse of

1018 W cm−2 intensity is in Figure 1. During the 1.5 ps,

the plasma reached velocities above 109 cm s−1 showing the

ultrahigh acceleration above 1020 cm s−2. The generation

of the plasma blocks, one moving against the laser light

and the other into the higher density target is the result

of a non-thermal collisionless absorption and should not

be understood as radiation pressure acceleration but as a

dielectric explosion driving the plasma blocks.

The experimental proof of the ultrahigh acceleration was

possible[13] in full agreement with the results of computa-

tions in 1978 with domination by the nonlinear force, when

laser pulses of higher than terawatt power and about ps

duration were available after discovering the chirped pulse

amplification (CPA)[14, 15]. With these picosecond ultrahigh

accelerations, the plasma block ignition of solid density
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DT by the nonlinear force was possible and updated[16].

Computation of DT fusion using the ps-block ignition[17]

showed many details of the generated fusion flames with

velocities of few 1000 km s−1, the delayed generation of a

Rankine–Hugoniot shock front, local distribution of reaction

rates, etc., however, only in one-dimensional plane wave

computations.

To summarize, what is experimentally and theoretically

clarified is the ultrahigh acceleration of plasma blocks mea-

sured by Sauerbrey[13], repeated by Földes et al.[18], and

measured by Badziak et al.[19] as skin layer plasma block

moving against the laser light all in exact agreement with

the numerical prediction (Figure 1) based on non-thermal

nonlinear force processes[20–22] as dielectric explosion. The

necessary conditions are unique: providing a flat interaction

surface, avoiding self-focusing, and providing an extremely

high contrast of the laser pulse. The exclusion of relativistic

self-focusing was measured in a most exceptional way by

Zhang et al.[23] in contrast to the very broad stream of

measurements where always very intense and hard x-ray

emission was measured. The conditions of flat interaction

and extremely high contrast arrived at low intensity soft

x-ray emission with the discovery that this was due to the

elimination of self-focusing as the key condition for the

experiments[13, 18, 19]. This is a perfect solidification of the

picosecond nonlinear force non-thermal block acceleration

process.

The broad stream of experiments did not fulfill these

conditions beginning with the use of not sufficiently clean

laser pulses[24] and most of the phenomena reported from

numerous experiments with not fulfilling the conditions

e.g., Ref. [25]. For the following studies it is important to

measure the variations of the conditions to re-establish what

is needed for using the fulfilled conditions of the successful

experiments[13, 18, 19, 23]. After realizing this knowledge the

very diversifying acceleration mechanisms can be catego-

rized experimentally as shown in recent examples[26–28].

For the theoretical–numerical understanding it should

be noticed how extensive particles-in-cell (PIC) computa-

tions[29] arrived at the same acceleration of plasma blocks

in the 70 MJ ion energy range as by hydrodynamic

computations[30, 31].

3. Radical change for boron fusion

The use of the confirmed ultrahigh acceleration of plasma

blocks for igniting a fusion reaction[16, 17] was based on

the computational work of Chu[32] and of Bobin[33]. For

initiating the ignition of a solid density DT target by a plane

geometry laser pulse, it was numerically evaluated that the

laser pulse had to be short in the range of 1 ps and the energy

flux density E∗ had to be above the threshold Eo
∗

E∗ > Eo
∗ = 5× 108 J cm−2. (5)

Figure 2. The picosecond laser pulse initiation of fusion flame in solid

density HB11: maximum temperature of fusion reaction at time after

initiation showing ignition at laser energy flux of 8× 108 J cm−2[6].

These conditions were far beyond the lasers of that time. This

was the main reason to work with laser pulses of nanosecond

duration and to use the thermal processes of ablation,

compression, and thermonuclear ignition for generating

fusion power. These conditions changed with the discovery

of CPA[14, 15] and the updating of the computations of

the fusion reactions based on the same hydrodynamic

conditions as[32] arrived at the same result of Equation (5)

for DT fusion[34]. Updating by using collective effects

and inhibition of thermal conductivity at inhomogeneous

plasmas resulted in a reduction of the threshold Eo
∗ to lower

values up to a factor 20[34]. These results were confirmed[18]

with deriving a number of further details by using a basically

different genuine multi-fluid hydrodynamic code[35, 36].

Irradiating the picosecond pulses on solid density DT

fuel for initiating a fusion reaction in plane geometry[32]

needed a threshold for the energy flux density of E∗ =
5× 108 J cm−2, Equation (5). This non-thermal picosecond

ignition of fusion as described in the preceding section, was

exactly reproduced by a similar one fluid computation, where

however later discovered plasma properties as the inhibition

factor and the collective collisions had to be included and led

to the updating for DT[33]. When instead of the DT cross-

sections, those for the much more difficult case for HB11

were used, in the same computations, a most unexpected and

surprising result was achieved. Instead of the earlier known

extremely more difficult ignition compared with DT, the

threshold E∗ for HB11 was of nearly the same value[6, 16, 37].

This can be seen in Figure 2 where in the same way as

calculated before by Chu[32], the maximum temperature of

the reacting plasma depending on the time t after the ps long

initiation process was calculated.

In difference to the computations with the single fluid

hydrodynamics[6, 16, 34, 37], when performing the computa-

tions with the much more detailed genuine two-fluid hydro-

dynamics[35, 36], the properties of the Rankine–Hugoniot
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shock generation were reproduced for HB11 in a more gen-

eral way showing the plasma collision generated broadening

of the shock front, the very high internal electric fields and

their decay, and their delayed built-up within hundreds of

picoseconds after the picosecond laser pulse initiation[17].

The difference between DT and HB11 was the reaction

temperature, which was as expected above the threshold

with respect to losses by bremsstrahlung emission above

the limiting temperatures of 4 keV for DT and 65 keV

for HB11. This was automatically included since the initial

computations by Chu[32].

4. Cylindrical plasma trapping by ultrahigh laser gener-
ated magnetic fields

Despite of the attention given to the result[6, 37] by finding

the nonlinear force conditions for abolishing the difference

of laser fusion between HB11 and DT, this result was

limited to cases of plane geometry. In reality the laser pulses

are not infinitely spread by beams and the radial losses at

target interaction and radiation emission have to be taken

into account. The first step was to use spherical geometry.

In this case, the computations profit from a compression

of the initially solid-state fusion fuel. The chirped pulse

amplification for picosecond laser pulses up to exawatt

power can be considered possible in further future[16, 38].

However with these pulses, the gains both for DT or for HB

can be only up to the range of few hundreds with exawatt

laser pulses. And this is too low though 200-PW-picosecond

laser pulses are available next[39].

A way other than spherical geometry was possible with

cylindrical geometry after the discovery of Fujioka et al.[7] to

generate magnetic fields of 4.5 kT by laser interaction shown

in Figure 3. Hydrodynamic computations demonstrate how

a cylindrical fusion plasma in solid-state density of HB11

coaxially located within the coils in Figure 3 can be trapped

within the volume of few cubic millimeters with a magnetic

field of 10 kT. The fusion reactions for HB11 show ignition

by using binary reactions during few nanoseconds of the

presence of the ultrahigh magnetic field from the generated

fluid of alpha particles being in a similar way trapped

and cylindrically confined using then the genuine two-fluid

plasma hydrodynamics[10, 17, 35, 36, 38].

Extensive hydrodynamic computations for 10 kT magnetic

trapping in support of the results in Ref. [10] are collected in

Ref. [40] as figures, where 10.13 to 10.23 for laser pulses

of picosecond duration and 1020 W cm−2 for laser intensity

by block ignition as described in the preceding section. The

cylindrical trapping of the laser pulse within the coils and

their very slow radial expansion against the magnetic field

of 10 kT was shown in very detailed calculations, e.g., if the

coaxially located solid HB11 target was of 1 cm length and

1 mm radius.

Figure 3. Generation of a 4.5 kT magnetic field within the coils of about

2 ns duration in the coils by firing a > kilojoule nanosecond laser pulse 1

into the hole between the plates[7].

Figure 4. Alpha density Na depending on the radius r at different times

(from lowest to highest curves for 100, 500 and 1000 ps, respectively)

showing ignition from the increase of the curves on time calculated for

irradiating a cm long solid HB11 cylinder of 0.2 mm diameter with a

picosecond laser pulse of 30 PW for plasma block initiation of the fusion

reaction[10].

Complete trapping beyond nanosecond reaction time was

confirmed while the propagation of the reaction front parallel

to the magnetic field was of few thousand km s−1 and was

well comparable to cases with DT fusion at the same fusion

scheme. For testing the radial trapping by the ultrahigh

magnetic fields[7], an even thinner fuel cylinder of 0.2 mm

was used[10]. Then a slow expansion of the alpha particle

fluid – well at more than 100 times lower density than

the solid-state fuel – is shown for different times after the

picosecond plasma block ignition with a 30 PW laser pulse in

Figure 4[10]. Block ignition of an HB11 fusion fuel cylinder

of 1 mm radius in the axis of the coil by a picosecond laser

pulse 2 needs powers above exawatt for gains in the range

of 300. This is a next step of developing highest power laser

pulses[39].
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5. Breakthrough based on HB11 avalanche reactions
after measuring elevated fusion gains

All hydrodynamic computations reported up to this stage

were using only binary reactions for HB11 fusion in the

same way as given for DT. Higher reaction gains were in

difference to DT considered by the fact that the generated

alpha particles with energies of 2.9 MeV from HB11 can

transfer energies around 600 keV to boron nuclei by elastic

collisions. As it is well known as an anomaly compared

with all fusion reactions, the fusion cross-section for HB11

is about ten times higher for HB11 at 600 keV center-of-

mass energy, resulting in a secondary reaction with protons

producing three new alphas with a subsequent possibility of

an avalanche reaction. Discussions were documented since

the 2012 IAEA fusion conference[41] and were used as

preliminary estimations[10] on which an international patent

application was based.

Measurements of alpha particles from HB11 reactions

at irradiation with picosecond laser pulses were reported

first[42] at numbers of about 1000, just above the detection

threshold. More than one million alpha particles were de-

tected in an experiment[9] using a combination of laser driven

ion acceleration and direct laser interaction with picosec-

ond pulses. About billion alpha particles were measured

at straight forward irradiation by pulses of about 100 ps

duration and 500 J energy from the iodine Prague Asterix

Laser System (PALS) laser[8] when using a most exotic

target. This can be found in silicon crystals where about

10% boron was incorporated. Substituting extremely low

boron concentrations within the lattice of silicon for p-

conductivity was the key process for producing high ul-

trahigh frequency diodes[43] and later for the crucial dis-

covery of the polar transistor[44]. A laser irradiation may

be mentioned how an anomalous photoemission could be

measured of these semiconductors producing electric dou-

ble layers by surface traps[45] including boron doped sil-

icon. The interest in semiconductor physics for transistor

effects was studying higher and higher boron concentra-

tions up to densities with states of degenerate holes for

p-conducting.

Just this extremely high boron doping for studying semi-

conducting properties of silicon led to the combination for

laser-fusion experiments at PALS[8] with the most surprising

measurement of the billion fusion reactions. These reaction

gains were of extremely elevated values. Initially, these

results were not referring to the relation of an avalanche

reaction process[8]. However when these experiments[46, 47]

were evaluated as a result of several orders of magnitudes

higher than expected from binary reactions – up to gains

even higher than from DT by using reasonable comparisons

– it was then evident, that there was the avalanche reaction

happening[1].

Figure 5. The proton–boron 11 fusion cross-section σ recalculated from

Nevins and Swain[48, 49].

This proof of the avalanche process could then be taken

as a reality for the anticipated evaluation[10] of very high

reaction gains to be used for the > PW-ps laser pulse

plasma block generation for initiation of the non-thermal

ignition of the HB11 reactions in the cylindrical volumes

of solid density fusion fuel at trapping by the ultrahigh

10 kT magnetic fields described in the preceding section. The

generation of more than gigajoule energy of alpha particles

by irradiating 30 kJ laser pulses can then be a way for

designing a power reactor. The process during about one

nanosecond within a volume of few cubic millimeters gives

evidence that this can be used only for a controlled reaction

for generating electricity.

The avalanche process can be explained on the elastic

central collision where an initially resting 11B or proton

nucleus of mass m2 gains energy from the energy Eα of

an alpha particle of mass m1. After an alpha with an

energy Eα = 2900 keV has its second collision with a

proton and this proton collides with a boron11, one gets

an energy in their center-of-mass system of reference and

energy Ecm(pB11)[48, 49], Figure 5.

Ecm(pB11) =
(

11
12

) (
16
25

) (
9

25

)
Eα = 612.5 [keV]. (6)

This energy is within the maximum cross-section σmax of

HB11[48, 49] as is shown in Figure 5. We get the energy for

HB11 maximum cross-section σ from the alpha’s collisions

with protons (that then collides with B11) to get the fusion,

as the avalanche mechanism because of the multiplication

through generation of three secondary alpha particles.

In this process we get 2 classes of proton densities, n p1

that did not have any alpha collision and n p2 that collided

with alpha and got the right energy to have a proton–boron11
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collision at maximum nuclear cross-section. It is conceivable

to assume for this experiment[8] n p = n p1 + n p2 and n p1 �
n p2 = nα yielding the rate equation for the alpha particles

dnα

dt
≈ 3n pnB〈σv〉 + 3nαnBσmaxu. (7)

The second term is caused by the protons that collided

with the alphas while the first term in this equation is

caused by protons created in the laser–plasma interaction

and are returned back into the target by the inverted dou-

ble layer simulations[36]. Taking the data from the PALS

experiment[8] Equation (7) can be solved numerically. In

particular, the proton energy distribution as given in this

experiment can be written as dNp/dE = N0 [MeV−1] for

0 < E < 1 MeV and dNp/dE = 0 for E > 1 MeV, where

Np is the proton volume integrated density number and N0 =
1011 is the total number of protons under consideration. This

distribution implies

〈σv〉
σmaxu

=
∫∞

0 f (E)σ (E)E1/2dE/
∫∞

0 f (E)dE

(1.2 barn)
√

0.6 MeV
≈ 0.2,

f (E) =
{

N0 = 1011 [MeV−1] for 0 < E < 1 MeV

0 for 1 MeV < E .

(8)

Therefore to a good approximation we get the following

solution

Nα = 〈σv〉
σmaxu

Np(e
τ/τA − 1) ≈ 0.2N0

(
τ

τA

)
,

τA ≡ 1

3nBσmaxu
,

(9)

where N0 is of the order of few times 1011 and Nα of the

order of 109 are accordingly the volume integrated density

numbers as given in the measurement[8]. τA is defined as the

avalanche time and the interaction time τ to create alphas.

In the Prague experiment τA is of the order of 100 ns (nB =
1022 cm−3, σmax = 1.2 barns and u = 109 cm s−1) which

means that alphas are created during the range of 1 ns.

The HB11 plasma contains then a component of the lower

density of a fluid of alpha particles with the elastic collisions

of boron nuclei at around 600 keV energy. This is a typical

non-ideal plasma known from other applications[50].

A completely different approach to study the avalanche

reaction (alternatively called chain reaction)[9, 51] uses the

experiment of Refs. [9, 47] but under more general condi-

tions including natural boron containing also the isotope 10B.

The side reaction of the alphas with 11B is to produce 14C

resulting neutrons carrying 5 × 10−6 of the energy of the

alphas of Equation (1).

Figure 6. Scheme of an HB11 fusion reactor without radioactive radiation

problems is based on non-thermal plasma block ignition by nonlinear forces

(Section 2) by a 30-kJ-picosecond laser pulse 2 (Figure 2) where the solid

hydrogen–boron fuel in the cylindrical axis of the magnetic coil is trapped

by a 10 kT field sustained for about 1 ns after being generated by a

nanosecond long laser pulse 1. The central reaction unit (Figure 3 in the

center of the sphere) is electric charged to the level of −1.4 MV against the

wall of a sphere producing alpha particles (helium nuclei) of more than a

gigajoule energy, of which a small part is needed for the operation of the

laser pulses. One part of the gained costs of electricity is needed for the

apparatus of the central reaction and for the boron metal of the fuel being

destroyed at each reaction[1, 10, 52, 53].

6. Clean fusion power reactor

After the experimental confirmation[1] of the avalanche igni-

tion of the HB11 picosecond plasma block initiation of the

fusion reaction with high gains at trapping by ultrahigh mag-

netic fields and the modeling of the avalanche process[49], the

result[10] may be used for the concept how 30 kJ laser pulses

of picosecond duration may produce more than 1 GJ energy

from a solid density fuel cylinder. This is indeed subject

to research about numerous further details of the reaction

e.g., how instead of the assumed constant ultrahigh magnetic

field, the temporal variations of the field have to be included.

Subject to clarify further details it is estimated how a

power generator may be designed (Figure 6). The energy of

the alpha particles can be converted with a gain above 90%

electrostatically by their motion against a negative electric

field (Figure 6) in the range of 1.4 MV. Heat generation is in

the range of percents of the fusion energy. The mechanical

shock of the alphas is reduced by the square root of the ratio

of nuclear energy over chemical energy to negligible levels.

The just reported HB11 fusion gain for producing alpha

particle energy of more than GJ, equal to 277 kWh by the

laser pulse 2 in Figure 3 of 30 kJ, permits in principle the

scheme of an economic and absolute clean power reactor
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(Figure 6). For a power station, the main part of the generated

energy of the alpha particles from the level of a −1.4 MV

voltage, can be converted into[54] poly-phase alternating

current as known from the megavolt-direct-current transmis-

sion line techniques described by Kanngiesser et al.[55] and

Breuer et al.[56]. If the reactor works with a frequency of one

shot per second, the electric current for conversion is 714 A

averaged between each fusion reaction. With this operation

at 1 Hz, the reactor can produce estimated power of more

than $300 Million per year covering operational costs and an

attractive profit.

7. Conclusions

A conclusion may be given with some remarks about next

steps of activities. A possible ‘potential to the best route to

fusion energy’[57] was drawn in Figure 6 which may refer to

the here discussed combination of the

• reported anomaly of the very significant increase of

the HB11 fusion gains[8, 9];

• with the measurement of ultrahigh magnetic fields[7];

• and with the picosecond initiated ultrahigh non-

thermal plasma block acceleration by the dominance

of the nonlinear (ponderomotive) force predicted

(Figure 1)[12] and measured first by Sauerbrey[13].

The absolute rocklike confirmation of the last fact by the

theoretical basis of the Maxwellian stress tensor and the

experimental verification based on CPA[14] with the first

picosecond laser pulses of 2 PW power[15, 58, 59] needed

a recognition in view of experimental facts from a flood

of experiments about very different kinds of accelerations

(including positron production and gamma rays for nu-

clear transmutations, etc.). It was a very rare clarification

from a most exceptional observation of x-ray emission by

Zhang et al.[23] why the measurements of Sauerbrey[13]

and later[18, 19], etc. were so dramatically unique: one had

to avoid relativistic self-focusing by using laser pulses of

extreme contrast ratios. As a point of next research, these

conditions for the plasma block generation (also for hadron

cancer therapy[30]) should explore the final limits of the

conditions of the experiments first verified by Sauerbrey[13].

Another need for experimental exploration is the nu-

merically very detailed picosecond initiation of the fusion

reactions in solid density fuel by Chu and Bobin[32, 33]

confirmed by alternative computation codes and conditions.

As an experiment in this direction was the exceptionally

high fusion gains measured by Norreys et al.[60] as discussed

in connection to the present topic[22]. These experimental

conditions were close to the irradiation of diamond foils

of few nanometers thickness[61] where the foils were not

transparent above a thickness of 3% of the wave lengths with

sub-picosecond laser pulses. There was no tunneling or other

classical mechanism but a proof of the dielectric explosion

by the nonlinear force[62].

Another point of exploration will be the detailed study

of the cylindrical solid density fusion fuel in the axis of

the coils with the 10 kT magnetic fields (Figure 3) to see

at what field the ionization of the fuel will happen and

at what time the best irradiation by the laser 2 should

initiate the ignition. Another point of research will be the

extraordinary increased HB11 fusion gains[8, 9, 47] as basis

of the unique avalanche reaction. It should be mentioned

that the expression ‘avalanche’ or ‘chain’ reaction was used

first in the publications submitted in the same months[9, 38].

Earlier, reference was given to ‘secondary reactions’[41] until

clarification was reached in documents with the German

Patent office. The consideration of the avalanche process

for the results of Ref. [8] was initiated later[63] based on

Ref. [10] with reference to an IZEST conference[46] leading

to the result of Ref. [64]. Finally, the dramatic expansion of

petawatt laser developments has to be motivated also for the

aims of boron laser fusion[65, 66] beyond the steps to 200 PW

pulses[39].
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